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St. Johann in Tirol
Holiday Region

Bike tours
for all tastes

St. Johann in Tirol offers active holidaymakers a
fantastic network of cycle paths and mountain
biking trails to suit both the unhurried cyclist as
well as the action mountain biker. Spectacular natural landscapes, idyllic villages and tranquil rest
stops provide plenty of diversion along the way and
opportunity to linger in the shadow of the Wilder
Kaiser mountain ridge.

The dedicated mountain biker
Gaining height, conquering bike trails, having adventures and communing with nature: The Kitzbühel Alps offer dedicated and experienced mountain
bikers a varied range of exciting and challenging
tours to suit all requirements and transform a holiday into an unforgettable experience.

Cycle tours for the whole family
Getting the kids interested in nature, making exciting and fascinating discoveries together along the
cycle route, spending time together, finding things
in common and at the same time having lots of fun a typical family holiday in Austria.
Our guided tours have something for everybody
and provide wonderful memories to take home and
treasure.

Austria • St. Johann in Tirol
lti alpenhotel Kaiserfels 

• Over 200 km of cycle paths and mountain biking
trails

• The world‘s largest e-biking and e-mountain

Mountainbike holidays

biking region with plenty of charging stations

• Gradings from easy to difficult
• High-altitude tours and bike trails
• River adventure trail along the Großache for the
whole family
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The pleasure-seeking biker
Soaking up the natural landscape, exploring the
area on the bike, experiencing the sights and local
culture, taking advantage of rest stops and photo
opportunities and covering a whole load of mileage
in the meantime. Various cycle paths graded easy
to moderate criss-cross the region and invite you to
savour the beauties of the landscape and localities.

lti alpenhotel Kaiserfels
Winkl-Schattseite 6b
6380 St. Johann in Tirol/Austria
Tel: +43 (0)5352 63 610
E-Mail: info.AT1T07@lti-hotels.com
www.kaiserfels.at

lti hotels, is a brand of DER Touristik Köln GmbH,
Humboldtstr. 140, D-51149 Cologne
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The philosophy behind

lti alpenhotel

Kaiserfels 

„Mountain Bike Holidays“

The lti alpenhotel Kaiserfels opened its doors to
guests in 2015 and is situated in St. Johann in
Tirol, Austria. The original building has been newly
renovated and extended by an exclusive new building combining traditional, natural elements with
design-oriented architecture.

As a member of the prestigious “Mountain Bike
Holidays” collaboration, the Iti alpenhotel Kaiserfels offers cycling fans ideal conditions for the
perfect holiday.
The “Mountain Bike Holidays” brand stands for
tried and tested quality – in everything that is
essential in making a successful mountain biking
holiday: dedicated service, expertise, tailored advice, special hotel benefits and a comprehensive
selection of mountain biking tours are all part
for the course in our member hotels

Classic grading –
Tour & Trail, Easy & Family

Tour & Trail

• Rental of high-quality MTBs and e-MTBs
• GPS rental, helmet rental, individual tour plan-

The “Classic” grading
covers all daily and
weekly guided tours
led by an accredited
guide. Together with
our experienced biking
guide Andreas we‘ve
selected the most stunning and fascinating biking
tours offered at the hotel 4 days a week. The hotel
has focused on the themes of Tour & Trail and Easy
& Family in order to offer its guests a varied and
high-quality range of biking activities.

ning, tour maps

• Located right on the TransKitzAlp MTB route
(187 km, 5,400 m altitude, 4 stages)

• Direct access to a regional network of bike trails
• Advice on cycling techniques during the tour
• Etc.

Guaranteed Services:

• 2 guided biking tours on 4 days a week led by
a qualified guide
The Hotel at a Glance:

• Different gradings from easy to moderate

• Located next to the Eichenhof lifts

• Professional advice on mountain biking tours in

• 130 rooms and suites

Founded in 1996, the quality of the facilities and
services for mountain bikers has made ”Mountain
Bike Holidays“ the market leading company in
Europe. The high standards are ensured by,
TÜV Austria certified, annual inspections.

• Large lobby with a reception
• Main buffet restaurant, Kaiser Bar and Rockbar
(managed by Kaisersports)

the hotel

• Tour equipment rental
• Biking info corner with maps in the hotel
• Lockable bike store
• Small bike repair workshop with basic tools (tools,

• Swimming pool, saunas & steam bath, fitness

bike stand, lubricant, pump)

area, massages & beauty treatments

• Mountain bike rental by Intersport Patrick

• lti kids world: a variety of programmes for
all 4- to 12-year olds

• Repair service by Intersport Patrick
• Bike washing area with cleaning equipment
• Drying room for cycling clothes
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• Laundry service
• Etc.

Easy & Family

• Rental of high-quality MTBs and e-MTBs
• Rental of children’s bikes and trailers
• Direct access to a regional network of bike trails
• Biking routes for families with children of all
ages, adventure biking trails

• Different gradings from easy to moderate and
difficult

• Etc.

